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In January 1601 a mechanical clock chimed the hours for the first time in the city of Beijing.

In the early 1580s, devices that Chinese called “self-ringing bells” had arrived at the port of

Macau, where Portuguese merchants awed local authorities with their chiming clocks. Re-

ports of them soon spread throughout southern China and beyond to Beijing. The Roman

Catholic missionary Matteo Ricci conceived the idea of capturing the emperor’s attention

with mechanical clocks and then persuading him and his subjects to convert to Christianity.

From his post at Macau, Ricci let imperial authorities know that he could supply the emperor

with a chiming clock. When the emperor Wanli granted him permission to travel to Beijing

and establish a mission, Ricci took with him both a large mechanical clock intended for pub-

lic display and a smaller, self-ringing bell for the emperor’s personal use.

Chiming mechanical clocks enchanted Wanli and his court and soon became the rage in

elite society throughout China. Wealthy Chinese merchants did not hesitate to pay hand-

some sums for the devices, and Europeans often found that their business in China went bet-

ter if they presented gifts of self-ringing bells to the government officials they dealt with. By

the eighteenth century the imperial court maintained a workshop to manufacture and repair

mechanical clocks and watches. Most Chinese could not afford to purchase mechanical

clocks, but commoners also had opportunities to admire self-ringing bells. Outside their resi-

dence in Beijing, Matteo Ricci and his missionary colleagues installed a large mechanical

clock that regularly attracted crowds of curious neighbors when it struck the hours.

Chiming clocks did not have the effect that Ricci desired. The emperor showed no inter-

est in Christianity, and the missionaries attracted only small numbers of Chinese converts.

Yet, by opening the doors of the imperial court to the missionaries, the self-ringing bells sym-

bolized the increasing engagement between Asian and European peoples.

By linking all the world’s regions and peoples, the European voyages of exploration inau-

gurated a new era in world history. Yet transoceanic connections influenced different societies

in very different ways. In contrast to sub-Saharan Africa, where the Atlantic slave trade bred

instability and provoked turmoil, east Asian lands benefited greatly from long-distance trade,

since it brought silver that stimulated their economies. East Asian societies benefited also from

American plant crops that made their way across the seas as part of the Columbian exchange.

Unlike the Americas, where Europeans profoundly influenced historical development from

the time of their arrival, east Asian societies largely controlled their own affairs until the nine-

teenth century. Europeans were active on the coastlines, but they had little influence on inter-

nal affairs in the region. Because of its political and cultural preeminence, China remained the

O P P O S I T E : European-style buildings on the waterfront in eighteenth-century Guangzhou,
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dominant power in east Asia. Long-standing political, social, and cultural traditions endowed

Chinese society with a sense of stability and permanence. China was also a remarkably pros-

perous land. Indeed, with its huge population, enormous productive capacity, and strong de-

mand for silver, China was a leading economic powerhouse driving world trade in early

modern times. By the late eighteenth century, however, China was experiencing social and

economic change that eventually caused problems both for state authorities and for Chinese

society as a whole.

During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Japan also underwent major transfor-

mations. The Tokugawa shoguns unified the Japanese islands for the first time and laid a

foundation for long-term economic growth. While tightly restricting contacts and relations

with the larger world, Tokugawa Japan generated a distinctive set of social and cultural tradi-

tions. Those developments helped fashion a Japan that would play a decisive role in global

affairs by the twentieth century.

The Quest for Political Stability

During the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, China experienced the trauma of rule
by the Yuan dynasty (1279–1368) of nomadic Mongol warriors. Mongol overlords ig-
nored Chinese political and cultural traditions, and they displaced Chinese bureaucrats
in favor of Turkish, Persian, and other foreign administrators. When the Yuan dynasty
came to an end, the Ming emperors who succeeded it sought to erase all signs of Mon-
gol influence and restore traditional ways to China. Looking to the Tang and Song dy-
nasties for inspiration, they built a powerful imperial state, revived the civil service
staffed by Confucian scholars, and promoted Confucian thought. Rulers of the suc-
ceeding Qing dynasty were themselves Manchus of nomadic origin, but they too
worked zealously to promote Chinese ways. Ming and Qing emperors alike were deeply
conservative: their principal concern was to maintain stability in a large agrarian society,
so they adopted policies that favored Chinese political and cultural traditions. The state
that they fashioned governed China for more than half a millennium.

The Ming Dynasty
When the Yuan dynasty collapsed, the Ming dynasty (1368–1644) restored native rule
to China. Hongwu (reigned 1368–1398), founder of the Ming (“brilliant”) dynasty,
drove the Mongols out of China and built a tightly centralized state. As emperor,
Hongwu made extensive use of mandarins, imperial officials who traveled throughout
the land and oversaw implementation of government policies. He also placed great
trust in eunuchs on the thinking that they could not generate families and hence would
not build power bases that would challenge imperial authority. The emperor Yongle
(reigned 1403–1424) launched a series of naval expeditions that sailed throughout the
Indian Ocean basin and showed Chinese colors as far away as Malindi in east Africa.
Yongle’s successors discontinued the expensive maritime expeditions but maintained
the tightly centralized state that Hongwu had established.

The Ming emperors were determined to prevent new invasions. In 1421 Yongle
moved the capital from Nanjing in the south to Beijing so as to keep closer watch on
the Mongols and other nomadic peoples in the north. The early Ming emperors
commanded powerful armies that controlled the Mongols militarily, but by the mid-
fifteenth century they had lost their effectiveness. Mongol forces massacred several
Chinese armies in the 1440s, and in 1449 they captured the Ming emperor himself.

Ming Government
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The later Ming emperors sought to protect their realm by building new fortifica-
tions, including the Great Wall of China, along the northern border. The Great Wall
had precedents dating back to the fourth century B.C.E., and the first emperor of the
Qin dynasty had ordered construction of a long defensive wall during the third cen-
tury B.C.E. Those early walls had all fallen into ruin, however, and the Great Wall was
a Ming-dynasty project. Workers by the hundreds of thousands labored throughout
the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries to build a formidable stone and brick barrier
that ran some 2,500 kilometers (1,550 miles). The Great Wall was 10 to 15 meters
(33 to 49 feet) high, and it featured watch towers, signal towers, and accommoda-
tions for troops deployed on the border.

The Ming emperors also set out to eradicate Mongol and other foreign influ-
ences and to create a stable society in the image of the Chinese past. With Ming en-
couragement, for example, individuals abandoned the Mongol names and dress that
many had adopted during the Yuan dynasty. Respect for Chinese traditions facilitated
the restoration of institutions that the Mongols had ignored or suppressed. The gov-
ernment sponsored study of Chinese cultural traditions, especially Confucianism,
and provided financial support for imperial academies and regional colleges. Most
important, the Ming state restored the system of civil service examinations that Mon-
gol rulers had neglected.

The Great Wall
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The vigor of early Ming rule did not survive beyond the mid-sixteenth century,
when a series of problems weakened the dynasty. From the 1520s to the 1560s, pi-
rates and smugglers operated almost at will along the east coast of China. (Although
Ming officials referred to the pirates as Japanese, in fact most of them were Chinese.)
Both the Ming navy and coastal defenses were ineffective, and conflicts with pirates
often led to the disruption of coastal communities and sometimes even interior re-
gions. In 1555, for example, a band of sixty-seven pirates went on a three-month ram-
page during which they looted a dozen cities in three provinces and killed more than
four thousand people.

Suppression of pirates took more than forty years, partly because of an increas-
ingly inept imperial government. The later Ming emperors lived extravagantly in the
Forbidden City, a vast imperial enclave in Beijing, and received news about the out-
side world from eunuch servants and administrators. The emperors sometimes ig-
nored government affairs for decades on end while satisfying their various appetites.
Throughout his long reign, for example, the emperor Wanli (1572–1620) refused to
meet with government officials. Instead, while indulging his taste for wine, he con-
ducted business through eunuch intermediaries. Powerful eunuchs won the favor of
the later Ming emperors by procuring concubines for them and providing for their
amusement. The eunuchs then used their power and position to enrich themselves
and lead lives of luxury. As their influence increased, corruption and inefficiency spread
throughout the government and weakened the Ming state.

When a series of famines struck China during the early seventeenth century, the
government was unable to organize effective relief efforts. Peasants in famine-struck
regions ate grass roots and tree bark. During the 1630s peasants organized revolts
throughout China, and they gathered momentum as one city after another withdrew
its loyalty from the Ming dynasty. To complicate matters further, Manchu forces in-

Ming Decline

Ming Collapse

The emperor Yongle designed the Forbidden City as a vast, walled imperial retreat in central
Beijing. Here a sculptured lion guards the Forbidden City’s Gate of Supreme Harmony.
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vaded from the north in search of opportunities for expansion in China. In 1644 rebel
forces captured the Ming capital at Beijing. Manchu invaders allied with an army loyal
to the Ming, crushed the rebels, and recovered Beijing. The Manchus portrayed them-
selves as avengers who saved the capital from dangerous rebels, but they neglected to
restore Ming rule. Instead, they moved their own capital to Beijing and simply dis-
placed the Ming dynasty.

The Qing Dynasty
When the Ming dynasty fell, Manchus poured into China from their homeland of
Manchuria north of the Great Wall. The victors proclaimed a new dynasty, the Qing
(“pure”), which ruled China until the early twentieth century (1644–1911).

The Manchus mostly were pastoral nomads, although many had turned to agricul-
ture and settled in the rich farmlands of southern Manchuria. Their remote ancestors
had traded with China since the Qin dynasty, and they had frequently clashed with
their neighbors over land and resources in northern China and southern Manchuria.
During the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, an ambitious chieftain named
Nurhaci (reigned 1616–1626) unified Manchu tribes into a centralized state, promul-
gated a code of laws, and organized a powerful military force. During the 1620s and
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1630s, the Manchu army expelled Ming
garrisons in Manchuria, captured Korea
and Mongolia, and launched small-scale in-
vasions into China. After their seizure of
Beijing in 1644, the Manchus moved to ex-
tend their authority throughout China. For
almost forty years they waged campaigns
against Ming loyalists and other rebels in
southern China until by the early 1680s the
Manchus had consolidated the Qing dy-
nasty’s hold throughout the land.

The establishment of the Qing dynasty
was due partly to Manchu military prowess
and partly to Chinese support for the Man-
chus. During the 1630s and 1640s, many
Chinese generals deserted the Ming dy-
nasty because of its corruption and in-
efficiency. Confucian scholar-bureaucrats
also worked against the Ming, since they
despised the eunuchs who dominated the
imperial court. The Manchu ruling elites
were schooled in Chinese language and
Confucian thought, and they often enjoyed
more respect from the scholar-bureaucrats
than did the emperor and high administra-
tors of the Ming dynasty itself.

The Manchus were careful to preserve
their own ethnic and cultural identity.
They not only outlawed intermarriage be-
tween Manchus and Chinese but also for-
bade Chinese from traveling to Manchuria
and from learning the Manchurian lan-
guage. Qing authorities also forced Chi-
nese men to shave the front of their heads

and grow a Manchu-style queue as a sign of submission to the dynasty.
Until the nineteenth century, strong imperial leadership muted tensions between

Manchu rulers and Chinese subjects. The long reigns of two particularly effective em-
perors, Kangxi (1661–1722) and Qianlong (1736–1795), helped the Manchus con-
solidate their hold on China. Kangxi was a Confucian scholar as well as an enlightened
ruler. He was a voracious reader and occasionally composed poems. He studied the
Confucian classics and sought to apply their teachings through his policies. Thus, for
example, he organized flood-control and irrigation projects in observance of the Con-
fucian precept that rulers should look after the welfare of their subjects and promote
agriculture. He also generously patronized Confucian schools and academies.

Kangxi was also a conqueror, and he oversaw the construction of a vast Qing em-
pire. He conquered the island of Taiwan, where Ming loyalists had retreated after their
expulsion from southern China, and absorbed it into his empire. Like his predecessors
of the Han and Tang dynasties, Kangxi sought to forestall problems with nomadic
peoples by projecting Chinese influence into central Asia. His conquests in Mongolia
and central Asia extended almost to the Caspian Sea, and he imposed a Chinese pro-
tectorate over Tibet. Kangxi’s grandson Qianlong continued this expansion of Chinese
influence. Qianlong sought to consolidate Kangxi’s conquests in central Asia by main-

Though painted in the nineteenth century,
this portrait depicts Kangxi in his imperial
regalia as he looked at about age fifty.

Kangxi and 
His Reign
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taining military garrisons in eastern Turkestan (the territory now known as Xinjiang
province in western China) and encouraging merchants to settle there in hopes that
they would stabilize the region. Qianlong also made Vietnam, Burma, and Nepal vas-
sal states of the Qing dynasty.

Qianlong’s reign marked the height of the Qing dynasty. Like Kangxi, Qianlong
was a sophisticated and learned man. He reportedly composed more than one hun-
dred thousand poems, and he was a discriminating connoisseur of painting and cal-
ligraphy. During his long, stable, and prosperous reign, the imperial treasury bulged
so much that on four occasions Qianlong canceled tax collections. Toward the end
of his reign, Qianlong paid less attention to imperial affairs and delegated many re-
sponsibilities to his favorite eunuchs. His successors continued that practice, devot-
ing themselves to hunting and the harem, and by the nineteenth century the Qing
dynasty faced serious difficulties. Throughout the reign of Qianlong, however, China
remained a wealthy and well-organized land.

The Son of Heaven and the Scholar-Bureaucrats
Although Qing rulers usually appointed Manchus to the highest political posts, they
relied on the same governmental apparatus that the Ming emperors had established.
Both the Ming and the Qing dynasties presided over a tightly centralized state, which
they administered through a bureaucracy staffed by Confucian scholars. For more
than five hundred years, the autocratic state created by the Ming emperor Hongwu
governed China’s fortunes.

If the emperor of China during the Ming and Qing dynasties was not quite a god,
he certainly was more than a mere mortal. Chinese tradition held that he was the
“Son of Heaven,” the human being designated by heavenly powers to maintain order
on the earth. He led a privileged life within the walls of the Forbidden City. Hun-
dreds of concubines resided in his harem, and thousands of eunuchs looked after his
desires. His daily activities were carefully choreographed performances in the form of
inspections, audiences, banquets, and other official duties. Everything about his per-
son and the institution he represented conveyed a sense of awesome authority. The
imperial wardrobe and personal effects bore designs forbidden to all others, for in-
stance, and the written characters of the emperor’s name were taboo throughout the
realm. Individuals who had the rare privilege of a personal audience with the em-
peror had to perform the kowtow—three kneelings and nine head knockings. Those
who gave even minor offense faced severe punishment. Even the highest official
could have his bare buttocks flogged with bamboo canes, a punishment that some-
times brought victims to the point of death.

Day-to-day governance of the empire fell to scholar-bureaucrats appointed by the
emperor. With few exceptions these officials came from the class of well-educated and
highly literate men known as the scholar-gentry. These men had earned academic de-
grees by passing rigorous civil service examinations, and they dominated China’s po-
litical and social life.

Preparations for the examinations began at an early age. Sometimes they took place
in local schools, which like the civil service examinations were open only to males.
Wealthy families often engaged the services of tutors, who made formal education avail-
able also to girls. By the time students were eleven or twelve years old, they had memo-
rized several thousand characters that were necessary to deal with the Confucian
curriculum, including the Analects of Confucius and other standard works. They fol-
lowed these studies with instruction in calligraphy, poetry, and essay composition. Dili-
gent students also acquainted themselves with a large corpus of commentaries, histories,
and literary works in preparing for civil service examinations.

Qianlong and 
His Reign

The Son of Heaven

The Scholar-
Bureaucrats
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The examinations consisted of a battery of tests administered at the district, provin-
cial, and metropolitan levels. Stiff official quotas restricted the number of successful
candidates in each examination—only three hundred students could pass metropolitan
examinations—and students frequently took the examinations several times before
earning a degree.

Writing the examinations was a grueling ordeal. At the appointed hour, candi-
dates presented themselves at the examination compound. Each candidate brought 
a water pitcher, a chamber pot, bedding, food, an inkstone, ink, and brushes. After

Qiu Ying, a prominent Chinese artist of the sixteenth century, captured this image of candidates who had taken the civil
service exams as they waited at the wall where officials would post the scores.

Civil Service
Examinations
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guards had verified their identities and searched them for hidden printed materials,
the new arrivals proceeded along narrow lanes to a honeycomb of small, cell-like rooms
barely large enough to accommodate one man and his possessions. Aside from a
bench, a makeshift bed, and boards that served as a desk, the rooms were empty. For
the next three days and two nights, the cramped rooms were home to the candi-
dates, who spent all their time writing “eight-legged essays”—literary compositions
with eight distinct sections—on questions posed by the examiners. There were no
interruptions, nor was there any communication between candidates. If someone
died during the examination period, officials wrapped his body in a straw mat and
tossed it over the high walls that ringed the compound.

The possibility of bureaucratic service—with prospects for rich social and financial
rewards—ensured that competition for degrees was ferocious at all levels. As a result,
cheating candidates and corrupt examiners occasionally compromised the system. Yet a
degree did not ensure government service. During the Qing dynasty the empire’s one
million degree holders competed for twenty thousand official civil service positions.
Those who passed only the district exams had few opportunities for bureaucratic em-
ployment and usually spent their careers “plowing with the writing brush” by teaching
in local schools or serving as family tutors. Those who passed the metropolitan exami-
nations, however, could look forward to powerful positions in the imperial bureaucracy.

The examination system was a pivotal institution. By opening the door to honor,
power, and rewards, the examinations encouraged serious pursuit of a formal educa-
tion. Furthermore, since the system did not erect social barriers before its recruits, it
provided an avenue for upward social mobility. Years of education and travel to exam-
ination sites were expensive, so candidates from wealthy families enjoyed advantages
over others, but the exams themselves were open to all males regardless of age or so-
cial class. Finally, in addition to selecting officials for government service, the educa-
tion and examination system molded the personal values of those who managed
day-to-day affairs in imperial China. By concentrating on Confucian classics and neo-
Confucian commentaries, the examinations guaranteed that Confucianism would be
at the heart of Chinese education and that Confucians would govern the state.

Economic and Social Changes

By modeling their governmental structure on the centralized imperial states of earlier
Chinese dynasties, the Ming and Qing emperors succeeded in their goal of restoring
and maintaining traditional ways in China. They also sought to preserve the traditional
hierarchical and patriarchal social order. Yet, while the emperors promoted conserva-
tive political and social policies, China experienced economic and social changes, partly
as a result of influences from abroad. Agricultural production increased dramatically—
especially after the introduction of new food crops from the Americas—and fueled
rapid population growth. Meanwhile, global trade brought China enormous wealth,
which stimulated the domestic economy by encouraging increased trade, manufactur-
ing, and urban growth. These developments deeply influenced Chinese society and
partly undermined the stability that the Ming and Qing emperors sought to preserve.

The Patriarchal Family
Moralists portrayed the Chinese people as one large family, and they extended family
values to the larger society. Filial piety, for example, implied not only duties of chil-
dren toward their fathers but also loyalty of subjects toward the emperor. Like the

The Examination
System and 
Chinese Society

Filial Piety
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imperial government, the Chinese family was hierarchical, patriarchal, and authori-
tarian. The father was head of the household, and he passed leadership of the family
to his eldest son. The veneration of ancestors, which the state promoted as a matter
of Confucian propriety, strengthened the authority of the patriarchs by honoring the
male line of descent in formal family rituals. Filial piety was the cornerstone of family
values. Children had the duty to look after their parents’ happiness and well-being,
and a crucial obligation was to support parents in their old age. Young children heard
stories of sons who went so far as to cut off parts of their bodies to ensure that their
parents had enough to eat!

The social assumptions of the Chinese family extended into patrilineal descent
groups such as the clan. Sometimes numbering into the thousands, clan members came
from all social classes, though members of the gentry usually dominated a given clan.
Clans assumed responsibilities that exceeded the capacities of the nuclear family, such
as the maintenance of local order, organization of local economies, and provision for
welfare. Clan-supported education gave poor but promising relatives the opportunity
to succeed in the civil service examinations. The principal motives behind this charity
were corporate self-interest as well as altruism. A government position brought pres-
tige and prosperity to the entire clan, so educational support was a prudent invest-
ment. Finally, clans served as a means for the transmission of Confucian values from
the gentry leaders to all social classes within the clan.

Within the family, Confucian principles subjected women to the authority of men.
The subordination of females began at an early age. Chinese parents preferred boys
over girls. Whereas a boy might have the opportunity to take the official examina-
tions, become a government official, and thereby bring honor and financial reward to
the entire clan, parents regarded a girl as a social and financial liability. After years of
expensive upbringing, most girls would marry and become members of other house-
holds. Under those circumstances it was not surprising that life was precarious for
newborn girls, who were the primary victims of infanticide.

During the Ming and Qing dynasties, patriarchal authority over females probably
became tighter than ever before in China. Since ancient times, relatives had discour-
aged widows from remarriage, but social pressures increased during the Ming dy-
nasty. Friends and relatives not only encouraged widows to honor the memory of
their departed husbands but also heaped posthumous honors on those who commit-
ted suicide and followed their spouses to the grave.

Moreover, foot binding, a custom that probably originated in the Song dynasty,
became exceptionally popular during the late Ming and Qing dynasties. Tightly con-
strained and even deformed by strips of linen, bound feet could not grow naturally
and so would not support the weight of an adult woman. Bound feet were small and
dainty, and they sometimes inspired erotic arousal among men. The practice of foot
binding became most widespread among the wealthy classes, since it demonstrated
an ability to support women who could not perform physical labor, but commoners
sometimes bound the feet of especially pretty girls in hopes of arranging favorable
marriages that would enhance the family’s social standing.

Marriage itself was a contractual affair whose principal purpose was to continue
the male line of descent. A bride became a member of the husband’s family, and there
was no ambiguity about her position in the household. On her wedding day, as soon
as she arrived at her husband’s home, the bride performed ritual acts demonstrating
subservience to her husband and her new family. Women could not divorce their
husbands, but men could put aside their wives in cases where there was no offspring
or where the wife was guilty of adultery, theft, disobedience to her husband’s family,
or even being too talkative.

Gender Relations

Foot Binding
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Thus custom and law combined to strengthen patriarchal authority in Chinese
families during the Ming and Qing dynasties. Yet, while family life continued to de-
velop along traditional lines, the larger Chinese society underwent considerable
change between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries.

Population Growth and Economic Development
China was a predominantly agricultural society, a fact that meshed agreeably with the
Confucian view that land was the source of everything praiseworthy. The emperor
himself acknowledged the central importance of agriculture by plowing the first fur-
row of the season. Yet only a small fraction of China’s land is suitable for planting:
even today only about 11 percent is in cultivation. To feed the country’s large popu-
lation, China’s farmers relied on intensive, garden-style agriculture that was highly
productive. On its strong agrarian foundation, China supported a large population
and built the most highly commercialized economy of the preindustrial world.

By intensively cultivating every available parcel of land, Chinese peasants in-
creased their yields of traditional food crops—especially rice, wheat, and millet—
until the seventeenth century. Beginning about the mid-seventeenth century, as
peasants approached the upper limits of agricultural productivity, Spanish merchants
coming by way of the Philippines introduced American food crops to China. Ameri-
can maize, sweet potatoes, and peanuts permitted Chinese farmers to take advantage
of soils that previously had gone uncultivated. The introduction of new crops in-
creased the food supply and supported further population growth.

In spite of recurring epidemic diseases such as plague, which claimed the lives of
millions, China’s population rose rapidly from 100 million in 1500 to 160 million in
1600. Partly because of rebellion and war, it fell to 140 million in the mid-seventeenth

To encourage widows to remain unmarried, the Ming and Qing governments constructed
arches in honor of those who remained chaste. These arches erected during the Qing dynasty
still stand in Anhui province in the Yangzi River valley.

American Food Crops

Population Growth
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century, but returned to 160 million by 1700 and then surged to 225 million by 1750,
thus registering a more than 40 percent increase in half a century. This rapid demo-
graphic growth set the stage for economic and social problems, since agricultural pro-
duction could not keep pace with population over a long term. Acute problems did
not occur until the nineteenth century, but per capita income in China began to de-
cline as early as the reign of Qianlong.

While an increasing population placed pressure on Chinese resources, the grow-
ing commercial market offered opportunities for entrepreneurs. Because of demo-
graphic expansion, entrepreneurs had access to a large labor force that was both
occupationally and geographically mobile, so they were able to recruit workers read-
ily at low cost. After the mid-sixteenth century the Chinese economy benefited also
from the influx of Japanese and American silver, which stimulated trade and financed
further commercial expansion.

Global trade brought prosperity to China, especially during the early Qing dynasty.
Chinese workers produced vast quantities of silk, porcelain, lacquerware, and tea for
consumers in the Indian Ocean basin, central Asia, and Europe. The silk industry was
especially well organized: weavers worked in workshops for regular wages producing

fine satins and brocades for export. Chi-
nese imports were relatively few: they 
included spices from Maluku, exotic
products such as birds and animal skins
from tropical regions, and small quanti-
ties of woolen textiles from Europe.
Compensation for exports came most
importantly in the form of silver bullion,
which supported the silver-based Chinese
economy and fueled manufacturing.

Economic growth and commercial
expansion took place mostly in an at-
mosphere of tight government regula-
tion. During the early fifteenth century,
the Ming emperor Yongle sought to es-
tablish a Chinese presence in the Indian
Ocean basin, and he sponsored a series
of seven massive maritime expeditions
(1405–1433) led by the eunuch admiral
Zheng He. The Chinese fleets included
as many as 317 vessels and 28,000 men.
Zheng He called at ports from Java to
Malindi, suppressed pirates in southeast
Asian waters, intervened in local conflicts
in Sumatra and Ceylon, intimidated local
authorities with shows of force in south-
ern Arabia and Mogadishu, and made
China’s presence felt throughout the In-
dian Ocean basin.

After the reign of Yongle, however,
the Ming government withdrew its sup-
port for expensive maritime expeditions
and even tried to prevent Chinese sub-

Foreign Trade

A Ming-era vase painting depicts a woman weaving silk as an attendant
pours tea.
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jects from dealing with foreign peoples. In its effort to pacify southern China during
the later seventeenth century, the Qing government tried to end maritime activity al-
together. An imperial edict of 1656 forbade “even a plank from drifting to the sea,”
and in 1661 the emperor Kangxi ordered evacuation of the southern coastal regions.
Those policies had only a limited effect—small Chinese vessels continued to trade ac-
tively in Japan and southeast Asian ports—and when Qing forces pacified southern
China in the 1680s, government authorities rescinded the strictest measures. There-
after, however, Qing authorities closely supervised the activities of foreign merchants
in China. They permitted Portuguese merchants to operate only at the port of
Macau, and British agents had to deal exclusively with the official merchant guild in
Guangzhou.

While limiting the activities of foreign merchants, government policies also dis-
couraged the organization of large-scale commercial ventures by Chinese merchants.
In the absence of government approval, it was impossible, for example, to maintain
shipyards that could construct large sailing ships like the mammoth, nine-masted
treasure ships that Zheng He had led throughout the Indian Ocean. Similarly, it was
impossible to organize large trading firms like the English East India Company or
the Dutch VOC.

Nevertheless, thousands of Chinese merchants worked either individually or in
partnerships, plying the waters of the China seas to link China with global trade net-
works. Chinese merchants were especially prominent in Manila, where they exchanged
silk and porcelain for American silver that came across the Pacific Ocean with the
Manila galleons. They were also frequent visitors at the Dutch colonial capital of
Batavia, where they supplied the VOC with silk and porcelain in exchange for silver
and Indonesian spices. Entrepreneurial Chinese merchants ventured also to lands
throughout southeast Asia—the Philippines, Borneo, Sumatra, Malaya, Thailand, and
elsewhere—in search of exotic tropical products for Chinese consumers. Indeed, the
early modern era was an age when merchants established a prominent Chinese pres-
ence throughout southeast Asia.

China’s economic expansion took place largely in the absence of technological
innovation. During the Tang and Song dynasties, Chinese engineers had produced a
veritable flood of inventions, and China was the world’s leader in technology. Yet by
early Ming times, technological innovation had slowed. Imperial armed forces
adopted European cannons and advanced firearms for their own uses—thus borrow-
ing forms of gunpowder technology that had originated in China and that Euro-
peans had refined and improved—but little innovation in agricultural and industrial
technologies occurred during the Ming and Qing dynasties.

Part of the explanation for the slowdown has to do with the role of the govern-
ment. During the Tang and Song dynasties, the imperial government had encour-
aged technological innovation as a foundation of military and economic strength. In
contrast, the Ming and Qing regimes favored political and social stability over tech-
nological innovation, which they feared would lead to unsettling change. Alongside
government policy, the abundance and ready availability of skilled workers also dis-
couraged technological innovation. When employers wanted to increase production,
they found that hiring additional workers was less costly than making large invest-
ments in new technologies. In the short term this tactic maintained relative prosper-
ity in China while keeping most of the population gainfully employed. Over the
longer term, however, it ensured that China lost technological ground to European
peoples, who embarked on a round of stunning technological innovation beginning
about the mid-eighteenth century.

Trade and Migration
to Southeast Asia

Government 
and Technology
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Gentry, Commoners, Soldiers, and Mean People
Except for the emperor and his family, scholar-bureaucrats and gentry occupied the
most exalted positions in Chinese society. Because of their official positions, the
scholar-bureaucrats ranked slightly above gentry. Nevertheless, scholar-bureaucrats

Sources from the Past

Qianlong on Chinese Trade with England

Qing administrators tightly restricted foreign trade. Foreign merchants had to deal with government-approved agents
outside the city walls of Guangzhou and had to depart as soon as they had completed their business. In 1793 a British dip-
lomat representing King George III of England bestowed gifts on the emperor Qianlong and petitioned for the right to
trade at ports other than Guangzhou. In a letter to King George, Qianlong outlined his views on Chinese trade with En-
gland. His letter also bespeaks clearly the importance of government policy for commerce and economic affairs in China.

You, O king, from afar have yearned after the blessings
of our civilization, and in your eagerness to come into
touch with our influence have sent an embassy across
the sea bearing a memorandum. I have already taken
note of your respectful spirit of submission, have treated
your mission with extreme favor and loaded it with gifts,
besides issuing a mandate to you, O king, and honoring
you with the bestowal of valuable presents. . . .

Yesterday your ambassador petitioned my ministers
to memorialize me regarding your trade with China, but
his proposal is not consistent with our dynastic usage
and cannot be entertained. Hitherto, all European na-
tions, including your own country’s barbarian mer-
chants, have carried on their trade with our Celestial
Empire at Guangzhou. Such has been the procedure for
many years, although our Celestial Empire possesses all
things in prolific abundance and lacks no product within
its own borders. There was therefore no need to import
the manufactures of outside barbarians in exchange for
our own produce. But as the tea, silk, and porcelain
which the Celestial Empire produces are absolute neces-
sities to European nations and to yourselves, we have
permitted, as a signal mark of favor, that trading agents
should be established at Guangzhou, so that your wants
might be supplied and your country thus participate in
our beneficence. But your ambassador has now put for-
ward new requests which completely fail to recognize
our throne’s principle to “treat strangers from afar with
indulgence,” and to exercise a pacifying control over
barbarian tribes the world over. . . . Your England is not

the only nation trading at Guangzhou. If other nations,
following your bad example, wrongfully importune my
ear with further impossible requests, how will it be pos-
sible for me to treat them with easy indulgence? Never-
theless, I do not forget the lonely remoteness of your
island, cut off from the world by intervening wastes of
sea, nor do I overlook your excusable ignorance of the
usages of our Celestial Empire. I have consequently
commanded my ministers to enlighten your ambassador
on the subject, and have ordered the departure of the
mission. . . .

If, after the receipt of this explicit decree, you lightly
give ear to the representations of your subordinates and
allow your barbarian merchants to proceed to Zhejiang
and Tianjin, with the object of landing and trading
there, the ordinances of my Celestial Empire are strict in
the extreme, and the local officials, both civil and mili-
tary, are bound reverently to obey the law of the land.
Should your vessels touch the shore, your merchants will
assuredly never be permitted to land or to reside there,
but will be subject to instant expulsion. In that event
your barbarian merchants will have had a long journey
for nothing. Do not say that you were not warned in due
time! Tremblingly obey and show no negligence! A spe-
cial mandate!

FOR FURTHER REFLECTION

What considerations might have prompted the Chinese
government to take such a restrictive approach to for-
eign trade?

SOURCE: J. O. P. Bland. Annals and Memoirs of the Court of Peking. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1914, pp. 325–31. (Translation
slightly modified.)

Privileged Classes
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had much in common with the gentry: they came
largely from gentry ranks, and after leaving govern-
ment service they usually rejoined gentry society. The
scholar-bureaucrats and gentry functioned as interme-
diaries between the imperial government and local so-
ciety. By organizing water control projects and public
security measures, they played a crucial role in the
management of local society.

Scholar-bureaucrats and gentry were easy to iden-
tify. They wore distinctive clothing—black gowns with
blue borders adorned with various rank insignia—and
commoners addressed them with honorific terms.
They received favorable legal treatment that reflected
their privileged status. As a rule, commoners could
not call members of privileged classes to appear as wit-
nesses in legal proceedings. They also enjoyed immu-
nity from corporal punishment and exemption from
labor service and taxes.

Most of the gentry owned land, which was their
major source of income. As long as they did not have
to perform physical labor, some gentry also supplemented their income by operating
pawn and rice shops. Many of them were also silent business partners of merchants and
entrepreneurs. Their principal source of income, however, came from the government
service to which only they had access by virtue of their academic degrees. In contrast
to landed elites elsewhere, who often lived on rural estates, China’s gentry resided
largely in cities and towns, where they tended to political, social, and financial affairs.

Confucian tradition ranked three broad classes of commoners below the gentry:
peasants, artisans or workers, and merchants. By far the biggest class consisted of
peasants, a designation that covered everyone from day laborers to tenant farmers to
petty landlords. Confucian principles regarded peasants as the most honorable of the
three classes, since they performed honest labor and provided the food that sup-
ported the entire population.

The category of artisans and workers encompassed a wide spectrum of occupations.
Despite their lower status, crafts workers, tailors, barbers, physicians, and workers in
manufacturing plants generally enjoyed higher income than peasants did. Artisans and
workers were usually employees of the state or of gentry and merchant families, but
they also pursued their occupations as self-employed persons.

Merchants, from street peddlers to individuals of enormous wealth and influence,
ranked at the bottom level of the Confucian social hierarchy. Because moralists
looked upon them as unscrupulous social parasites, merchants enjoyed little legal
protection, and government policy was always critically important to their pursuits.
Yet Chinese merchants often garnered official support for their enterprises, either
through bribery of government bureaucrats or through profit-sharing arrangements
with gentry families. Indeed, the participation of gentry families in commercial ven-
tures such as warehousing, money lending, and pawnbroking blurred the distinction
between gentry and merchants. Merchants blurred the distinction further by provid-
ing their sons with an education that prepared them for government examinations,
which in turn could result in promotion to gentry status and appointment to civil
service positions.

The prominence of artisans and merchants pointed up the social and economic de-
velopment of China since the time of Confucius. Although China was still a basically

Working Classes

This engraving depicts a peasant couple in harness pulling
a plow. Note that the man wears the braided queue that
Manchus required their male Chinese subjects to wear.

Merchants
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agricultural land, manufacturing and commerce had become much more economically
important than in ancient times. As a result, those who could recognize and exploit
opportunities had the potential to lead comfortable lives and even to climb into the
ranks of the privileged gentry class. Yet Chinese merchants and artisans did not forge
cooperative relationships with government authorities like the political-commercial 
alliances formed in the English and Dutch states in early modern times. Late Ming and
Qing authorities permitted Chinese merchants to engage in small-scale commerce, and
they allowed foreigners to trade through the official merchant guild in Guangzhou.
Their principal concern, however, was to preserve the stability of a large agrarian soci-
ety, not to promote rapid economic development through trade. Thus, unlike some of
their European counterparts, Chinese authorities did not adopt policies designed to
strengthen both merchants and the state by authorizing merchants to pursue their ef-
forts aggressively in the larger world.

Beyond the Confucian social hierarchy were members of the military forces and
the so-called mean people. Confucian moralists regarded armed forces as a wretched
but necessary evil and attempted to avoid military dominance of society by placing
civilian bureaucrats in the highest command positions, even at the expense of mili-
tary effectiveness. The mean people included slaves, indentured servants, entertain-
ers, prostitutes, and other marginal groups such as the “beggars of Jiangsu” and the
“boat people of Guangdong.”

The Confucian Tradition 
and New Cultural Influences

The Ming and Qing emperors looked to Chinese traditions for guidance in framing
their cultural as well as their political and social policies. They provided generous sup-
port for Confucianism, particularly in the form of neo-Confucianism articulated by
the twelfth-century scholar Zhu Xi, and they ensured that formal education in China
revolved around Confucian thought and values. Yet the Confucian tradition was not
the only cultural alternative in Ming and Qing China. Demographic and urban growth
encouraged the emergence of a vibrant popular culture in Chinese cities, and Euro-
pean missionaries reintroduced Roman Catholic Christianity to China and acquainted
Chinese intellectuals with European science and technology as well.

Neo-Confucianism and Pulp Fiction
Imperial sponsorship of Chinese cultural traditions meant primarily support for the
Confucian tradition, especially as systematized by the Song dynasty scholar Zhu Xi,
the most prominent architect of neo-Confucianism. Zhu Xi combined the moral,
ethical, and political values of Confucius with the logical rigor and speculative power
of Buddhist philosophy. He emphasized the values of self-discipline, filial piety, and
obedience to established rulers, all of which appealed to Ming and Qing emperors
seeking to maintain stability in their vast realm. Cultural policies of the Ming and
Qing dynasties made the neo-Confucian tradition the reigning imperial ideology
from the fourteenth to the early twentieth century.

To promote Confucian values, the Ming and Qing emperors supported educa-
tional programs at several levels. They funded the Hanlin Academy, a research insti-
tute for Confucian scholars in Beijing, and maintained provincial schools throughout
China where promising students could study for the civil service examinations. The
exams themselves encouraged the cultivation of Confucian values, since they focused
largely on Confucian texts and neo-Confucian commentaries.

Lower Classes

Confucian Education
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Ming and Qing courts also provided generous funding for other projects empha-
sizing Chinese cultural traditions. The Ming emperor Yongle sponsored the compila-
tion of the Yongle Encyclopedia, a vast collection of Chinese philosophical, literary,
and historical texts that filled almost twenty-three thousand scrolls. During the Qing
dynasty both Kangxi and Qianlong organized similar projects. Kangxi’s Collection of
Books was smaller than the Yongle Encyclopedia, but it was more influential because
the emperor had it printed and distributed, whereas Yongle’s compilation was avail-
able only in three manuscript copies. Qianlong’s Complete Library of the Four Trea-
suries was too large to publish—it ran to 93,556 pamphlet-size volumes—but the
emperor deposited manuscript copies in seven libraries throughout China.

While the imperial courts promoted Confucianism, a lively popular culture took
shape in the cities of China. Most urban residents did not have an advanced educa-
tion and knew little about Confucius, Zhu Xi, or other intellectual luminaries. Many
of them were literate merchants, however, and they preferred entertainment and di-
version more intellectually engaging than that found in local teahouses and wine
shops. Popular novels met their needs.

Confucian scholars looked down on popular novels as crude fiction that had little
to do with the realities of the world. Printing made it possible to produce books
cheaply and in mass quantities, however, and urban residents eagerly consumed the
fast-paced novels that flooded Chinese cities during the Ming and Qing eras. Many
of the novels had little literary merit, but their tales of conflict, horror, wonder, ex-
citement, and sometimes unconcealed pornography appealed to readers.

Yet many popular novels also offered thoughtful reflections on the world and
human affairs. The historical novel The Romance of the Three Kingdoms, for example,
explored the political intrigue that followed the collapse of the Han dynasty. The Dream
of the Red Chamber told the story of cousins deeply in love who could not marry be-
cause of their families’ wishes. Through the prism of a sentimental love story, the novel
shed fascinating light on the dynamics of wealthy scholar-gentry families. In a different
vein, Journey to the West dealt with the seventh-century journey to India of the famous
Buddhist monk Xuanzang. In the popular novel, Xuanzang’s traveling companion was
a monkey with magical powers who among other things could jump 10,000 kilome-
ters (6,215 miles) in a single bound. While promoting Buddhist values, Journey to the
West also made the trickster monkey a wildly popular and celebrated character in Chi-
nese literature. As recently as 1987, Chinese-American novelist Maxine Hong Kingston
adapted this character to modern times in her novel Tripmaster Monkey.

The Return of Christianity to China
Nestorian Christians had established churches and monasteries in China as early as the
seventh century C.E., and Roman Catholic communities were prominent in Chinese
commercial centers during the Yuan dynasty. After the outbreak of epidemic plague
and the collapse of the Yuan dynasty in the fourteenth century, however, Christianity
disappeared from China. When Roman Catholic missionaries returned in the sixteenth
century, they had to start from scratch in their efforts to win converts and establish a
Christian community.

The most prominent of the missionaries were the Jesuits, who worked to strengthen
Roman Catholic Christianity in Europe and also to spread their faith abroad. Founder
of the mission to China was the Italian Jesuit Matteo Ricci (1552–1610), who had the
ambitious goal of converting China to Christianity, beginning with the Ming emperor
Wanli. Ricci was a brilliant and learned man as well as a polished diplomat, and he be-
came a popular figure at the Ming court. Upon arrival at Macau in 1582, Ricci im-
mersed himself in the study of the Chinese language and the Confucian classics. He had

Popular Culture

Popular Novels

Matteo Ricci
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a talent for languages, and his phenomenal
memory enabled him to master the thou-
sands of characters used in literary Chinese
writing. By the time he first traveled to Bei-
jing and visited the imperial court in 1601,
Ricci was able to write learned Chinese and
converse fluently with Confucian scholars.

Ricci’s mastery of Chinese language and
literature opened doors for the Jesuits, who
then dazzled their hosts with European sci-
ence, technology, and mechanical gadgetry.
Ricci and his colleagues had an advanced
education in mathematics and astronomy,
and they were able to correct Chinese cal-
endars that consistently miscalculated solar
eclipses. The Jesuits also prepared maps of
the world—with China placed diplomati-
cally at the center—on the basis of geo-
graphic knowledge that Europeans had
gained during their voyages through the
world’s seas. The Jesuits even supervised
the casting of high-quality bronze cannons
for Ming and early Qing armies.

The Jesuits piqued Chinese curiosity
also with mechanical devices. Finely ground
glass prisms became popular because of
their refraction of sunlight into its compo-
nent parts. Harpsichords also drew atten-

tion, and Jesuits with musical talents often composed songs for their hosts. Most
popular of all, however, were the devices that Chinese called “self-ringing bells”—
spring-driven mechanical clocks that kept tolerably accurate time, chimed the hours,
and sometimes even struck the quarter hours as well.

The Jesuits sought to capture Chinese interest with European science and technol-
ogy, but their ultimate goal was always to win converts. They portrayed Christianity as
a faith very similar to Chinese cultural traditions. Ricci, for example, wrote a treatise
entitled The True Meaning of the Lord of Heaven in which he argued that the doctrines
of Confucius and Jesus were very similar, if not identical. Over the years, according to
Ricci, neo-Confucian scholars had altered Confucius’s own teachings, so adoption of
Christianity by Chinese would represent a return to a more pure and original Confu-
cianism. The Jesuits also held religious services in the Chinese language and allowed
converts to continue the time-honored practice of venerating their ancestors.

In spite of their tolerance, flexibility, and genuine respect for their hosts, the Jesuits
attracted few converts in China. By the mid-eighteenth century, Chinese Christians
numbered about 200,000—a tiny proportion of the Chinese population of 225 
million. Chinese hesitated to adopt Christianity partly because of its exclusivity: for
centuries, Chinese had honored Confucianism, Daoism, and Buddhism at the same
time. Like Islam, though, Christianity claimed to be the only true religion, so conver-
sion implied that Confucianism, Daoism, and Buddhism were inferior or even falla-
cious creeds—a proposition most Chinese were unwilling to accept.

Ultimately, the Roman Catholic mission in China came to an end because of
squabbles between the Jesuits and members of the Franciscan and Dominican 

Confucianism 
and Christianity

Matteo Ricci (left) with Xu Quangqi, his
most famous Chinese disciple. Both men
wear the distinctive gowns of educated,
refined scholar-gentry. A distinguished
scholar who held an appointment at the
Hanlin Academy, Xu helped Ricci translate
Euclid’s geometrical works into Chinese.

End of the 
Jesuit Mission
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orders, who also sought converts in China. Jealous of the Jesuits’ presence at the im-
perial court, the Franciscans and Dominicans complained to the pope about their 
rivals’ tolerance of ancestor veneration and willingness to conduct Chinese-language
services. The pope sided with the critics and in the early eighteenth century issued
several proclamations ordering missionaries in China to suppress ancestor veneration
and conduct services according to European standards. In response to this demand,
the emperor Kangxi ordered an end to the preaching of Christianity in China. Al-
though he did not strictly enforce the ban, the mission weakened, and by the mid-
eighteenth century it had effectively come to an end.

The Roman Catholic mission to China did not attract large numbers of Chinese
converts, but it nonetheless had important cultural effects. Besides making European
science and technology known in China, the Jesuits also made China known in Eu-
rope. In letters, reports, and other writings distributed widely throughout Europe,
the Jesuits described China as an orderly and rational society. The Confucian civil
service system attracted the attention of European rulers, who began to design their
own civil service bureaucracies in the eighteenth century. The rational morality of
Confucianism also appealed to the Enlightenment philosophes, who sought alterna-
tives to Christianity as the foundation for ethics and morality. For the first time since
Marco Polo, the Jesuits made firsthand observations of China available to Europeans
and stimulated strong European interest in east Asian societies.

The Unification of Japan

During the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, the political unification of
Japan ended an extended period of civil disorder. Like the Ming and Qing emperors
in China, the Tokugawa shoguns sought to lay a foundation for long-term political
and social stability, and they provided generous support for neo-Confucian studies in
an effort to promote traditional values. Indeed, the shoguns went even further than
their Chinese counterparts by promoting conservative values and tightly restricting
foreign influence in Japan. As in China, however, demographic expansion and eco-
nomic growth fostered social and cultural change in Japan, and merchants intro-
duced Chinese and European influences into Japan.

The Tokugawa Shogunate
From the twelfth through the sixteenth century, a shogun (“military governor”) ruled
Japan through retainers who received political rights and large estates in exchange for
military services. Theoretically, the shogun ruled as a temporary stand-in for the Japanese
emperor, the ultimate source of political authority. In fact, however, the emperor was
nothing more than a figurehead, and the shogun sought to monopolize power. After the
fourteenth century the conflicting ambitions of shoguns and retainers led to constant
turmoil, and by the sixteenth century Japan was in a state of civil war. Japanese historians
often refer to the sixteenth century as the era of sengoku—“the country at war.”

Toward the end of the sixteenth century, powerful states emerged in several re-
gions of Japan, and a series of military leaders brought about the unification of the
land. In 1600 the last of these chieftains, Tokugawa Ieyasu (reigned 1600–1616),
established a military government known as the Tokugawa bakufu (“tent govern-
ment,” since it theoretically was only a temporary replacement for the emperor’s
rule). Ieyasu and his descendants ruled the bakufu as shoguns from 1600 until the
end of the Tokugawa dynasty in 1867.

Tokugawa (TOH-koo-
GAH-wah)

Tokugawa Ieyasu
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The principal aim of the Tokugawa shoguns was to stabilize their realm and pre-
vent the return of civil war. Consequently, the shoguns needed to control the daimyo
(“great names”), powerful territorial lords who ruled most of Japan from their vast,
hereditary landholdings. The 260 or so daimyo functioned as near-absolute rulers
within their domains. Each maintained a government staffed by military subordinates,
supported an independent judiciary, established schools, and circulated paper money.
Moreover, after the mid-sixteenth century, many daimyo established relationships
with European mariners, from whom they learned how to manufacture and use gun-
powder weapons. During the last decades of the sengoku era, cannons and personal
firearms had played prominent roles in Japanese conflicts.

From the castle town of Edo (modern Tokyo), the shogun governed his personal
domain and sought to extend his control to the daimyo. The shoguns instituted the
policy of “alternate attendance,” which required daimyo to maintain their families at
Edo and spend every other year at the Tokugawa court. This policy enabled the
shoguns to keep an eye on the daimyo, and as a side effect it encouraged daimyo to
spend their money on lavish residences and comfortable lives in Edo rather than in-
vesting it in military forces that could challenge the bakufu. The shoguns also sub-
jected marriage alliances between daimyo families to bakufu approval, discouraged the
daimyo from visiting one another, and required daimyo to obtain permits for con-
struction work on their castles. Even meetings between the daimyo and the emperor
required the shogun’s permission.

In an effort to prevent European influences from destabilizing the land, the Toku-
gawa shoguns closely controlled relations between Japan and the outside world. They
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knew that Spanish forces had conquered the Philippine Islands in the sixteenth cen-
tury, and they feared that Europeans might jeopardize the security of the bakufu it-
self. Even if Europeans did not conquer Japan, they could cause serious problems by
making alliances with daimyo and supplying them with weapons.

Thus during the 1630s the shoguns issued a series of edicts sharply restricting
Japanese relations with other lands that remained in effect for more than two centuries.
The policy forbade Japanese from going abroad on pain of death and prohibited the
construction of large ships. It expelled Europeans from Japan, prohibited foreign mer-
chants from trading in Japanese ports, and even forbade the import of foreign books.
The policy allowed carefully controlled trade with Asian lands, and it also permitted
small numbers of Chinese and Dutch merchants to trade under tight restrictions at the
southern port city of Nagasaki.

During the seventeenth century, Japanese authorities strictly enforced that policy.
In 1640 a Portuguese merchant ship arrived at Nagasaki in hopes of engaging in trade
in spite of the ban. Officials beheaded sixty-one of the party and spared thirteen oth-
ers so that they could relate the experience to their compatriots. Yet authorities grad-
ually loosened the restrictions, and the policy never led to the complete isolation of
Japan from the outside world. Throughout the Tokugawa period, Japan carried on a
flourishing trade with China, Korea, Taiwan, and the Ryukyu Islands, and Dutch mer-
chants regularly brought news of European and larger world affairs.

Economic and Social Change
By ending civil conflict and maintaining political stability, the Tokugawa shoguns set
the stage for economic growth in Japan. Ironically, peace and a booming economy en-
couraged social change that undermined the order that the bakufu sought to preserve.

Economic growth had its roots in increased agricultural production. New crop
strains, new methods of water control and irrigation, and the use of fertilizer brought
increased yields of rice. Production of cotton, silk, indigo, and sake also increased
dramatically. In many parts of Japan, villages moved away from subsistence farming
in favor of production for the market. Between 1600 and 1700, agricultural produc-
tion doubled.

Increased agricultural production brought about rapid demographic growth: dur-
ing the seventeenth century the Japanese population rose by almost one-third, from
twenty-two million to twenty-nine million. Thereafter, however, Japan underwent a
demographic transition, as many families practiced population control to maintain or
raise their standard of living. Between 1700 and 1850 the Japanese population grew
moderately, from twenty-nine million to thirty-two million. Contraception, late mar-
riage, and abortion all played roles in limiting population growth, but the principal
control measure was infanticide, euphemistically referred to as “thinning out the rice
shoots.” Japanese families resorted to those measures primarily because Japan was land
poor. During the seventeenth century, populations in some areas strained resources,
causing financial difficulties for local governments and distress for rural communities.

The Tokugawa era was an age of social as well as demographic change in Japan.
Because of Chinese cultural influence, the Japanese social hierarchy followed Confu-
cian precepts in ranking the ruling elites—including the shogun, daimyo, and samu-
rai warriors—as the most prominent and privileged class of society. Beneath them
were peasants and artisans. Merchants ranked at the bottom, as they did in China.

The extended period of peace ushered in by Tokugawa rule undermined the social
position of the ruling elites. Since the twelfth century the administration of local affairs
had fallen mostly to daimyo and samurai warriors. Once Japan was stable, however, the

Control of 
Foreign Relations

Population Growth

Social Change
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interest of Tokugawa authorities was to reduce the
numbers of armed professional warriors, so they
pushed daimyo and samurai to become bureaucrats and
government functionaries. They even encouraged
daimyo and samurai to turn their talents to scholarship,
a pursuit that their martial ancestors would have utterly
despised. As they lost their accustomed place in society,
many of the ruling elite also fell into financial difficulty.
Their principal income came in the form of rice col-
lected from peasant cultivators of their lands. They
readily converted rice into money through brokers, but
the price of rice did not keep pace with other costs.
Moreover, daimyo and samurai lived in expensive and
sometimes ostentatious style—particularly daimyo who
sought to impress others with their wealth while resid-
ing at Edo in alternate years. Many of them became 
indebted to rice brokers and gradually declined into
genteel poverty.

Meanwhile, as in China, merchants in Japan became
increasingly wealthy and prominent. Japanese cities
flourished throughout the Tokugawa era—the popu-
lation of Edo approached one million by 1700—and
merchants prospered handsomely in the vibrant urban
environment. Rice dealers, pawnbrokers, and sake
merchants soon controlled more wealth than the rul-
ing elites did. Those who became especially wealthy
sometimes purchased elite ranks or contracted mar-
riages with elite families in efforts to improve their 
social standing. Others did not go to such lengths but

won respect anyway, in spite of occupations that ranked low in the ideal Confucian 
social order.

Neo-Confucianism and Floating Worlds
Japan had gone to school in China, and the influence of China continued through-
out the Tokugawa era. Formal education began with study of Chinese language and
literature. As late as the nineteenth century, many Japanese scholars wrote their philo-
sophical, legal, and religious works in Chinese. The common people embraced Bud-
dhism, which had come to Japan from China, and Confucianism was the most
influential philosophical system.

Like the Ming and Qing emperors in China, the Tokugawa shoguns promoted
the neo-Confucianism of Zhu Xi. With its emphasis on filial piety and loyalty to supe-
riors, neo-Confucianism provided a respectable ideological underpinning for the
bakufu. The shoguns patronized scholars who advocated neo-Confucian views, which
figured prominently in the educational curriculum. All those who had a formal educa-
tion—including the sons of merchants as well as offspring of government officials—
received constant exposure to neo-Confucian values. By the early eighteenth century,
neo-Confucianism had become the official ideology of the Tokugawa bakufu.

Yet even with Tokugawa sponsorship, neo-Confucianism did not dominate intel-
lectual life in Japan. Although most scholars recognized Japan’s debt to Chinese intel-
lectual traditions, some sought to establish a sense of Japanese identity that did not

Dutch sailing ships and smaller Japanese vessels mingle
in Nagasaki harbor. Dutch merchants conducted their
business on the artificial island of Deshima, at left.

Neo-Confucianism 
in Japan

Native Learning
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depend on cultural kinship with China. Particularly during the eighteenth century,
scholars of “native learning” scorned neo-Confucianism and even Buddhism as alien
cultural imports and emphasized instead the importance of folk traditions and the in-
digenous Shinto religion for Japanese identity. Many scholars of native learning viewed
Japanese people as superior to all others and xenophobically regarded foreign influence
as perverse. They urged the study of Japanese classics and glorified the supposed purity
of Japanese society before its adulteration by Chinese and other foreign influences.

While scholars of neo-Confucianism and native learning debated issues of philos-
ophy and Japanese identity, the emergence of a prosperous merchant class encour-
aged the development of a vibrant popular culture. During the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, an exuberant middle-class culture flourished in cities such as
Kyoto, the imperial capital; Edo, Japan’s largest city and home to bureaucrats and
daimyo; and Osaka, the commercial hub of the islands. In those and other cities,
Japan’s finest creative talents catered to middle-class appetites.

The centers of Tokugawa urban culture were the ukiyo (“floating worlds”), enter-
tainment and pleasure quarters where teahouses, theaters, brothels, and public baths
offered escape from social responsibilities and the rigid rules of conduct that governed
public behavior in Tokugawa society. In contrast to the solemn, serious proceedings of
the imperial court and the bakufu, the popular culture of urban residents was secular,
satirical, and even scatological. The main expressions of this lively culture were prose
fiction and new forms of theater.

Ihara Saikaku (1642–1693), one of Japan’s most prolific poets, helped create a
new genre of prose literature, the “books of the floating world.” Much of his fiction
revolved around the theme of love. In The Life of a Man Who Lived for Love, for ex-
ample, Ihara chronicled the experiences of a townsman who devoted his life, begin-
ning at the tender age of eight, to a quest for sexual pleasure. Ihara’s treatment of
love stressed the erotic rather than the aesthetic, and the brief, episodic stories that
made up his work appealed to literate urban residents who were not inclined to pore
over dense neo-Confucian treatises.

Floating Worlds

The courtesan district of Kyoto hummed with activity in the mid-seventeenth century. In this woodblock print, courtesans
await clients behind the wooden grill while urban residents fill the streets.
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Beginning in the early seventeenth century, two new forms of drama became pop-
ular in Japanese cities. One was kabuki theater, which usually featured several acts
consisting of lively and sometimes bawdy skits where stylized acting combined with
lyric singing, dancing, and spectacular staging. A crucial component of kabuki was
the actor’s ability to improvise and embellish the dialogue, for the text of plays served
only as guides for the dramatic performance. The other new dramatic form was bun-
raku, the puppet theater. In bunraku, chanters accompanied by music told a story
acted out by puppets. Manipulated by a team of three, each puppet could execute
the subtlest and most intricate movements, such as brushing a tear from the eye with
the sleeve of a kimono. Both kabuki and bunraku attracted enthusiastic audiences in
search of entertainment and diversion.

Christianity and Dutch Learning
Alongside neo-Confucianism, native learning, and middle-class popular culture, Chris-
tian missionaries and European merchants contributed their own distinctive threads
to the cultural fabric of Tokugawa Japan. The Jesuit Francis Xavier traveled to Japan
in 1549 and opened a mission to seek converts to Christianity. In the early decades of
their mission, Jesuits experienced remarkable success in Japan. Several powerful

A colored woodcut by Okumura Masanobu depicts the audience at a seventeenth-century kabuki theater. Enthusiastic
actors often ran down wooden ramps and played their roles among the audience.

Christian Missions
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daimyo adopted Christianity
and ordered their subjects to
do likewise. The principal
interest of the daimyo was to
establish trade and military
alliances with Europeans, but
many Japanese converts be-
came enthusiastic Christians
and worked to convert their
compatriots to the new faith.
By the 1580s about 150,000
Japanese had converted to
Christianity, and by 1615 Jap-
anese Christians numbered
about 300,000.

Although Christians were
only a tiny minority of the
Japanese population, the pop-
ularity of Christianity gener-
ated a backlash among gov-
ernment officials and moralists
seeking to preserve Japanese
religious and cultural tradi-
tions. The Tokugawa shoguns
restricted European access to
Japan largely because of con-
cerns that Christianity might
serve as a cultural bridge for
alliances between daimyo and
European adventurers, which
in turn could lead to destabi-
lization of Japanese society and even threats to the bakufu. Meanwhile, Buddhist and
Confucian scholars resented the Christian conviction that their faith was the only true
doctrine. Some Japanese converts to Christianity themselves eventually rejected their
adopted faith out of frustration because European missionaries refused to allow them to
become priests or play leadership roles in the mission.

Between 1587 and 1639, shoguns promulgated several decrees ordering a halt to
Christian missions and commanding Japanese Christians to renounce their faith. In
1612 the shoguns began rigorous enforcement of those decrees. They tortured and ex-
ecuted European missionaries who refused to leave the islands as well as Japanese Chris-
tians who refused to abandon their faith. They often executed victims by crucifixion or
burning at the stake, which Tokugawa authorities regarded as especially appropriate
punishments for Christians. The campaign was so effective that even some European
missionaries abandoned Christianity. Most notable of them was the Portuguese Jesuit
Christovão Ferreira, head of the Jesuit mission in Japan, who gave up Christianity under
torture, adopted Buddhism, and interrogated many Europeans who fell into Japanese
hands in the mid-seventeenth century. By the late seventeenth century, the anti-
Christian campaign had claimed tens of thousands of lives, and Christianity survived as 
a secret, underground religion observed only in rural regions of southern Japan.

Tokugawa policies ensured that Christianity would not soon reappear in Japan,
but they did not entirely prevent contacts between Europeans and Japanese. After

A seventeenth-century European painting provides an
emotional representation of Franciscans being crucified
in Nagasaki.

Anti-Christian
Campaign

Dutch Learning
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Sources from the Past

Fabian Fucan Rejects Christianity

Fabian Fucan was a Japanese Buddhist who converted to Christianity and entered the Jesuit order as a novice in 1586.
In the early seventeenth century, however, his relations with the Jesuits soured, and he eventually left the order. In 1620
he composed a treatise entitled Deus Destroyed that leveled a spirited attack at Christianity and its God (“Deus” in
Latin). His work reveals deep concerns about European imperial expansion as well as Christian doctrine.

I joined this creed at an early age; diligently, I studied its
teachings and pursued its practices. Due to my stupidity,
however, I was long unable to realize that this was a per-
verse and cursed faith. Thus fruitlessly I spent twenty
years and more! Then one day I clearly perceived that
the words of the adherents of Deus were very clever and
appeared very near reason—but in their teaching there
was little truth. So I left their company. Some fifteen
years have passed since: every morning I have lamented
my desertion of the Great Holy True Law [of Bud-
dhism]; every evening I have grieved over my adherence
to the crooked path of the barbarians. All that effort to
no effect! But I had a friend who remonstrated with me,
saying: “‘If you have made a mistake, do not be afraid of
admitting the fact and amending your ways’ [a Confu-
cian precept]. Here, this is the Confucians’ golden rule
of life—act on it! Before, you learned all about the
cursed faith of Deus; take pen in hand now, commit your
knowledge to writing, and counter their teachings. Not
only will you thereby gain the merit of destroying
wickedness and demonstrating truth; you will also sup-
ply a guide toward new knowledge.”

All right. Though I am not a clever man, I shall by
all means try to act on this advice. I shall gather the im-
portant points about the teachings of the Deus sect and
shall skip what is not essential; my aim is to write con-
cisely. Thus shall I mount my attack; and I shall call my
volume DEUS DESTROYED. . . .

Japan is the Land of the Gods. The generations of
our rulers have received the Imperial Dignity from [the
gods] Amaterasu Omikami, through U-gaya-fuki-awsezu
no Mikoto and his August Child Jimmu Tenno, who be-
came the progenitor of our Hundred Kings. The Three
Divine Regalia [symbols of rule received from the gods]
became the protectors of the Empire, so that among all
the customs of our land there is not one which depends
not on the Way of the Gods. . . .

And this, the adherents of Deus plan to subvert!
They bide their time with the intent to make all of Japan
into their own sectarians, to destroy the Law of Buddha
and the Way of the Gods. Because the Law of Buddha
and the Way of the Gods are planted here, the Royal
Sway also flourishes; and since the Royal Sway is estab-
lished here the glory of the Buddhas and the gods does
grow. And therefore the adherents of Deus have no re-
course but to subvert the Royal Sway, overthrow the
Buddhas and the gods, eliminate the customs of Japan,
and then to import the customs of their own countries;
thus only will advance the plot they have concocted to
usurp the country themselves.

They have dispatched troops and usurped such coun-
tries as Luzon [the Philippines] and Nova Hispania [Mex-
ico], lands of barbarians with nature close to animal. But
our land by far surpasses others in fierce bravery; and
therefore the ambition to diffuse their faith in every quar-
ter and thus to usurp the country, even if it take a thou-
sand years, has penetrated down to the very marrow of
their bones. Ah!—but what a gloomy prospect awaits
them! For the sake of their faith they value their lives less
than trash, than garbage. Martyr, they call this. When a
wise sovereign rules the Empire good is promoted and
evil is chastised. Rewards promote good and punishments
chastise evil. There is no greater punishment than to take
away life; but the adherents of Deus, without even fear-
ing that their lives be cut, will not change their religion.
How horrible, how awful it is!

FOR FURTHER REFLECTION

Discuss the various religious, cultural, historical, po-
litical, and social aspects of Fabian Fucan’s attack on
Christianity.

SOURCE: George Elison. Deus Destroyed: The Image of Christianity in Early Modern Japan. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University
Press, 1973, pp. 259–60, 283–84.
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1639 Dutch merchants trading at Nagasaki became Japan’s principal source of infor-
mation about Europe and the world beyond east Asia. A small number of Japanese
scholars learned Dutch in order to communicate with the foreigners. Their studies,
which they called “Dutch learning,” brought considerable knowledge of the outside
world to Japan. After 1720 Tokugawa authorities lifted the ban on foreign books,
and Dutch learning began to play a significant role in Japanese intellectual life.

European art influenced Japanese scholars interested in anatomy and botany be-
cause of its accurate representations of objects. Scholars translated Dutch medical
and scientific treatises into Japanese and learned to draw according to the principles
of linear perspective, which enabled them to prepare textbooks that were more accu-
rate than the Chinese works they had previously used. European astronomy was also
popular in Japan, since it enabled scholars to improve calendars and issue accurate
predictions of eclipses and other celestial events. By the mid-eighteenth century the
Tokugawa shoguns themselves had become enthusiastic proponents of Dutch learn-
ing, and schools of European medicine and Dutch studies flourished in several Japa-
nese cities.

B oth China and Japan controlled their own affairs throughout the early modern era

and avoided the turmoil that afflicted societies in the Americas and much of sub-

Saharan Africa. After driving the Mongols to the steppe lands of central Asia, rulers of the

Ming dynasty built a powerful centralized state in China. They worked diligently to eradi-

cate all vestiges of Mongol rule and restore traditional ways by reviving Chinese political

institutions and providing state sponsorship for neo-Confucianism. In the interest of sta-

bility, authorities also restricted foreign merchants’ access to China and limited the activi-

ties of Christian missionaries. The succeeding Qing dynasty pursued similar policies. The

Ming and Qing dynasties both brought political stability, but China experienced consider-

able social and economic change in early modern times. American food crops helped in-

crease agricultural production, which fueled rapid population growth, and global trade

stimulated the Chinese economy, which improved the position of merchants and artisans

in society. The experience of the Tokugawa era in Japan was much like that of the Ming

and Qing eras in China. The Tokugawa bakufu brought political order to the Japanese is-

lands and closely controlled foreign relations, but a vibrant economy promoted social

change that enhanced the status of merchants and artisans.
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C H R O N O L O G Y

1368–1644 Ming dynasty (China)

1368–1398 Reign of Hongwu

1403–1424 Reign of Yongle

1552–1610 Life of Matteo Ricci

1572–1620 Reign of Emperor Wanli

1600–1867 Tokugawa shogunate (Japan)

1616–1626 Reign of Nurhaci

1642–1693 Life of Ihara Saikaku

1644–1911 Qing dynasty (China)

1661–1722 Reign of Kangxi

1736–1795 Reign of Qianlong

1793 British trade mission to China
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